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Abstract: We show by experimental measurements and theoretical analyses that there exists
a pattern transition from optical modulation instability to transverse instability in nonlinear
media. With the conditions of different input intensities and bias voltages, an input coherent
beam propagating in the photorefractive crystals is observed to break up into stripe-filaments
at a first threshold voltage. By modeling the periodic strip-filamens as cnoidal waves, we
demonstrate that a second threshold voltage for forming dot-filaments comes from the transverse
instability, resulting a good agreement with the experimental data.
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Modulation instability (MI) is an universal signature of symmetry-breaking phenomena in differenet areas of
nonlinear system. Due to MI, a small perturbation in the amplitude or phase could make the input waves to
grow up exponentially causing random dislocation of extended beams, which subsequently undergo a catastrophic
collapse. Transverse instabilities (TI) is yet another symmetry-breaking instability of spatial optical solitons
associated with the growth of transverse modulations of quasi-one-dimensional bright and dark soliton stripes. It
turns a bright soliton stripe into a array of two-dimensional filaments and bends a dark soliton stripe that evolves
into pairs of optical vortices of different polarities. Recently, with a non-instantaneous response in the nonlinear
medium, observation of self-organized optical pattern due to MI with a coherent or incohernet beam has been
reported [1]. Typically the output optical patterns in the photorefractive crystals change from stripes, dots, to
turbulence filaments with the increase of bias voltages(nonlinearity) and is explained by the anisotropy-induced
secondary modulation instability [2]. However, with this anisotropic effect the MI stripes shall be orientated with a
certain direction that posses the highest MI growth rate. On the contrary, experimental facts suggest a randomly
orentiation selected by the vacuum noises or material defects [1]. Furthermore, the delayed onset of (2+1)D
filamentations via (1+1)D a stripe solution can not be covered. Here we report the experimental demonstration of
stripe-filaments transition in photorefractive crystal and model the formed MI stripe-filaments as periodic cnoidal
waves [3], on top of which we apply a TI analysis, which results a good agreement to experimental observations.
In the experiment, as shown in Fig. 1, the extraordinarily polarized (background) and ordinary (input) beams
are collimated into a strontium-barium niobate (SBN) crystal separately to control the degree of saturation.
The effective nonlinear refractive index due to the photo-induced space charge field is linearly proportional to an
external DC field across optical axis. The ratio of the input beam intensity(I) to the background beam intensity(Is)
is kept at 10 for different operations. A charge coupled device (CCD) camera is placed after an imaging system
to capture the self-organized optical patterns at the output plane. In Fig. 2(a-n), we demonstrate series of optical
patterns recorded by the CCD camera at the output plane for input optical intensities at I = 65, 96 and 190
mW/cm2, respectively. Developed from a plane wave input, the transitions from stripe-filaments (Fig.2(b,c) )
to dot-filaments (Fig.2(d)) and eventually to optical turbulence(Fig.2(e)) are clear. For a given crystal length,
Fig. 1. Illustration of our experimental setup, where PBS is for polarization beam splitter, SBN-60 is the photorefractive
crystal, HWP is a half wave plate, L1 and L2 are two plano-convex lens used for beam collimation, M1 and M2 are two
reflecting mirrors, and L3 is an imaging lens to collect pattern images into the CCD camera.
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Fig. 2. The optical intensity patterns of a coherent beam at the output plane through a nonlinear crystal at different bias
voltages (shown in the left column) and different input intensities: (a-e) 65 mW/cm2 , (f-j) 96 mW/cm2 , and (k-n) 190
mW/cm2 . The 2D Fourier transform of the experimental measurement in (h) is shown in (o), with the corresponding
directions of wave vectors kx and ky indicated.
sufficient nonlinearity controlled by the applied voltage across crystal along c-axis are required for waves to evolve
into observable patterns. As shown in the (b) and (c) of Fig. 2, it is straight forward that there should exist
separated thresholds for stripe and spot patterns.
To explain the patterns observed experimentally by transitions from MI to TI, here we model the fields propa-
gating in a SBN crystal by using the nonlinear Schröndinger equation (NSE) with a non-instantaneous isotropic
photorefractive response [1], with a system time constant τ . As a consequence of MI, plane waves turn into a
chain of pulses at spatial frequency kx with maximal field growth rate hx along a randomly selected direction. We
use cnoidal waves of cn-type as a stable fully developed MI field [3] in saturable nonlinearity. Then we calculate
by numerics and asymptotic expansions, the instability spectrum of cnoidal wave in NSE by using the standard
linear stability analysis to investigate the growth rate hy of the transverse perturbation field with spatial wave
number ky and the frequency Ω.
Figure 3(a) shows the spatial vector kx with the maximal field growth rate hx of plane wave MI in a photore-
fractive material atb I/Is = 10 and Ωτ = 0 for different nonlinearities. It is clearly seen that the growth rate for
the cnoidal wave TI is much smaller than that of the plane wave MI at the same input intensity and nonlinearity.
However, the value of spatial vector ky approaches kx. This indicate that fully evolved pattern is isotropically
self-organized and the density increases at high nonlinearity, as supported by experimental result in Fig. 2(a) and
(b). In addition, for a finite crystal length, there shall exist two threshold nonlinearities for observed stripe- and
dot-filament patterns to develop. In Fig.3(c), we see from the TI spectra of cnoidal waves that the the growth rate
of cnoidal wave TI decreases when the frequency-time-constant products, Ωτ increases. To manifest the insights
of the transitions from MI to TI, we analyze the 2-dimensional spatial spectrum of measured patterns illustrated
in Fig.4(a) and (b). The threshold nonlinearity (voltage) in the kx can be read from the fitting cureves in
Fig.4(a) and (b) as 0.19kV, 0.117kV, and 0.067kV for I = 65, 96 and 190mW/cm2, respectively. While in the ky ,
we have 0.23kV, 0.17kV, and 0.108kV, separately. In the spectrum, it is found that at high nonlinearity regions the
spatial wave number kx and ky have the same value where dot-filament patterns are observed. In contrast, while the
nonlinearity is low, the two spatial wave numbers differs due to the different threshold values. Concerning different
optical intensities, the spatial wave number experience very little variation in their tendencies and magnitudes
because of a noticalbe fact that they all share the same input/background ratio, I/Is = 10 and represents the
same normalized wave functions in the photorefractive model. Nevertheless, the threshold nonlinearities drops at
strong optical intensity due to the fact that the system time constant, τ also drops accordingly [2]. With the a
lower TI field growth rate and a broaden TI spectrum (see Fig.3), it is hard to build up transverse patterns.
Before concluding, we discuss more about the validity of applying cnoidal waves for the observed dot-filament
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Fig. 3. (a) The spatial wave numbers with the maximum growth rate of plane wave MI (kx , solid line) and cnoidal wave TI
(ky , dashed line), and (b) the corresponding growth rates for MI (hx , solid line) and TI (hy , dashed line) versus different
nonlinearities in isotropic photorefractive crystals at ωτ = 0 and γ = 1. (c) Direct numerical simulations of transverse
instability spectra for cn-type cnoidal waves with a non-instantaneous response function, i.e. the frequency-time-constant
products ωτ are 0 (solid), 1(dashed), and 4 (dotted), respectively. The analytical results based on the asymptotic expansion
method are marked by squares, triangles, and circles accordingly. The inset in (c) denotes the periodic stationary solution
A0.
Fig. 4. Spectra of transverse patterns obtained from experimental data for (a) kx and (b) ky. Circles and squares markers
accompanied by the fitted curves in black, red and blue refer to optical intensities I = 190, 96, and 65 mW/cm2, respectively.
patterns. It is well known that it is almost impossible to see the evolutions of an input plane wave evolving in
forms of stripe-filaments to dot-filaments just by a perturbative analysis or a direct numerical simulation. On
the contrary, the approach we used here seems unnatural at a first glance for assuming a periodic wave as the
MI pattern. As long as periodic strip-filaments form, our proposed cnoidal wave model to explain the pattern
transitions from MI to TI works. It turns out that the preformed periodic waves on top of MI patterns give us a
satisfied comparisons with experiments not only qualitatively but also quantitatively. And the results we showed
theoretically and experimentally here can also be useful for studying spatial-temporal pattern formations in higher
dimensions for optical bullets, fluid dynamics, and plasma physics.
In summary, the formation of optical dot-filament patterns in photorefractive crystals is explained by our two
stage MI to TI model in (2+1)D. We show that the spatial wave number of the transverse pattern is independent
of the optical intensity and there exist two threshold nonlinearities (voltages) that clearly distinguish the MI and
TI formations respectively. With direct numerical simulations and asymptotic analyses on the modeling of plane
wave MI and cnoidal wave TI, the reported pattern transitions are supported by experimental demonstrations.
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